
SAVE MONEY WITH  
A REAL UNION

HK believes in strong communities.  The more members we 
are, the better opportunities we can create for each other.

All HK Privat members of our union and of our unemployment fund are covered by 
Denmark’s very best income insurance policy. We create a community of security.

HK KRIFA Det Faglige Hus Business Danmark

Union representative ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗
Full pay in case of 
industrial action ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

Negotiates national  
and local agreements ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

Develops your profession 
as well as your training 

possibilities ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗
Can take disputes  

to labour court ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗
Union 463 kr. 150 kr. 69 kr. 167 kr.

Unemployment fund 517 kr. 505 kr. 486 kr. 490 kr.

Income insurance 98 kr. 350 kr. 505 kr. 304 kr.

Combined fee:  Union, 
unemployment fund and 

income insurance
1,078 kr. 1,005 kr. 1,060 kr. 961 kr.

All figures were obtained in September 2022 and apply to a full-time administrative employee with a monthly income of 37,000 who resides in Rødovre and is 50 years old. For all our examples we have chosen the 
cheapest, compatible insurance policies and aimed at reaching similar payments. If you become unemployed and are not covered by an income insurance policy your monthly maximum unemployment benefit will 
be DKK 19,728. The HK income insurance payment kicks in on day one of unemployment. The initial period of unemployment is of utmost importance, as many people soon find work again. The monthly payment 
before tax including unemployment benefits will be between DKK 28,351 and DKK 30,351. HK’s income insurance policy offers the second highest gross payment.

In order to receive income insurance payments you must, prior to your dismissal, have earned the right to a 
full unemployment benefit period through having been insured by an unemployment fund and having wor-
ked for a full year in regular employment within the working areas of HK Privat, HK Municipal or HK Stat.

RECEIVE MORE INFORMATION OR SIGN UP WITH 
Maria: 6053 4248 / maria.soemod.hansen@hk.dk
Stine: 2259 5543 / stine.vangdrup@hk.dk

INFORMATION AND CURRENT INSURANCE 
CONDITIONS 

WWW.HK.DK/LOENFORSIKRING_PRIVAT

HK KOLLEKTIV LØNFORSIKRING



WATCH OUT FOR THE  
SMALL PRINT. IT MAY  
BE VERY IMPORTANT.
There are many differences among the various income insurance policies that are offered. Will the fee increase with your 
age?  Will the payment period be reduced when you turn 50? Are the payments preceded by a waiting period? 

HK KRIFA Det Faglige Hus PROSA

How late in life 
can you take out 
this insurance.

 ĥ There is no age 
limit.

 ĥ Before you turn 60.  ĥ Before you turn 59.  ĥ Before you turn 60.

Will the fee 
increase with my 
age.

 ĥ No  ĥ No  ĥ Yes, the fee will increase by 25% 
when you turn 50.

 ĥ No

Will the period 
of coverage be 
shortened with 
age?

 ĥ No  ĥ Yes, it will be 
reduced by 25% the 
year you turn 61.

 ĥ Yes, when you turn 61, the 
maximum period of coverage 
will be reduced to 6 months.

 ĥ No

How many periods 
of insurance 
payment can I 
receive?

 ĥ An unlimited 
number of 
periods.

 ĥ Maximum 3 periods.  ĥ Your payment is limited to 
maximum 36 months during the 
extent of the policy.

 ĥ Your payment 
is limited to 36 
months during the 
extent of the policy.

Will I have to 
adjust my policy 
if my salary is 
altered?

 ĥ No, HK will adjust 
your policy based 
on your current 
salary statements.

 ĥ Yes, you must make 
an adjustment if for 
instance a salary 
increase will affect 
your coverage.

 ĥ Yes, you must make an 
adjustment if for instance a 
salary increase will affect your 
coverage.

 ĥ Yes, you must make 
an adjustment if for 
instance a salary 
increase will affect 
your coverage.

Are there 
situations where 
my policy will not 
cover despite my 
unemployment 
not being self-
induced?

 ĥ HK excludes 
nobody due to 
sickness or other 
not self-induced 
events.

 ĥ Yes, in the case of 
unemployment 
caused by 
earthquakes, natural 
disasters, war, war-
like situations, acts 
of terrorism, riots, 
rebellions, civil 
unrest or nuclear 
contamination.

 ĥ Yes, in the case of 
unemployment caused previous 
conditions, sickness or an 
accident, of which you were 
aware before the policy was 
set up. In the case of stress 
that has not been diagnosed 
by a licensed psychiatrist. If an 
ailment is related to neck or back 
pain, unless a doctor can prove 
an objective, physical reason.

 ĥ Yes, in the case of 
unemployment 
caused by war, 
acts terror, riots, 
rebellions, civil 
unrest or nuclear 
contamination.

When will my 
policy expire?

 ĥ At the applicable 
national pension 
age.

 ĥ At the applicable 
national pension age.

 ĥ At the applicable national 
pension age.

 ĥ At the end of the 
calendar year in 
which you turn 65.

Will there be a 
waiting period/
own risk if my 
unemployment 
was involuntary.

 ĥ No, payments 
from your policy 
start day one

 ĥ Yes, 30 days. And 
you must partake in a 
mandatory, individual 
outplacement 
program.

 ĥ Yes, 15 to 30 days depending 
on your choice of policy.

 ĥ 0 to 30 days – 
depending on your 
choice of policy.

Will my income 
insurance cover 
me in a temporary 
employment?

✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

Can I take out an 
income insurance 
if I live outside of 
Denmark?

✓ ✗ ✗ ✗
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All information collected and verified January 2021.

LEARN ABOUT 10 IMPORTANT POINTS IN SMALL 
PRINT


